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Abstract
Attenuating low-frequency sound remains a challenge, despitemany advances in this field.
Recently-developed acousticmetamaterials are characterized by unusual wavemanipulation
abilities thatmake them ideal candidates for efficient subwavelength sound control. In particular,
labyrinthine acousticmetamaterials exhibit extremely highwave reflectivity, conical dispersion,
andmultiple artificial resonantmodes originating from the specifically-designed topological
architectures. These features enable broadband sound attenuation, negative refraction, acoustic
cloaking and other peculiar effects. However, hybrid and/or tunablemetamaterial performance
implying enhancedwave reflection and simultaneous presence of conical dispersion at desired
frequencies has not been reported so far. In this paper, we propose a new type of labyrinthine
acousticmetamaterials (LAMMs)with hybrid dispersion characteristics by exploiting spider web-
structured configurations. The developed design approach consists in adding a square surrounding
frame to sectorial circular-shaped labyrinthine channels described in previous publications (e.g.
(11)). Despite its simplicity, this approach provides tunability in themetamaterial functionality,
such as the activation/elimination of subwavelength band gaps and negative group-velocitymodes
by increasing/decreasing the edge cavity dimensions. Since these cavities can be treated as
extensions of variable-width internal channels, it becomes possible to exploit geometrical features,
such as channel width, to shift the band gap position and size to desired frequencies. Time transient
simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposedmetastructures for wavemanipulation in
terms of transmission or reflection coefficients, amplitude attenuation and time delay at
subwavelength frequencies. The obtained results can be important for practical applications of
LAMMs such as lightweight acoustic barriers with enhanced broadbandwave-reflecting
performances.

1. Introduction

Manipulating low-frequency sound remains a challenging task for scientists and engineers, despite a vast
amount of research in thefield. Efficient shielding of sound bymeans of conventional or artificialmaterials with
low refractive indexes requires the construction of impractically thick and/or heavy structures that are not
economically sustainable [1]. Recently developed acousticmetamaterials offer a new approach formanipulating
low-frequency sound thanks to the extraordinary functionality originating from their structure rather than from
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the constituents. Acousticmetamaterials are engineered composites with unusual effective characteristics, e.g.
negative bulkmodulus and/ormass density, zero or negative effective refractive index, etc. Thesemetamaterials
can formally be divided into locally resonantmetamaterials with basic units incorporating resonators [2, 3] and
othermetastructures described by effectivemedium theories [4–6]. The latter comprise so-called ‘labyrinthine’
or ‘space-coiling’metamaterials with a geometry-basedmechanism for controlling subwavelength acoustic
waves [7–11].

The advanced functionalities provided by labyrinthine acousticmetamaterials (LAMMs) are based on the
creation of a network of subwavelength internal channels (labyrinths) in non-resonant unit cells in order to
extendwave propagation paths. This results in a substantial reduction of the effective propagation velocity with
respect to a homogeneousmedium. Also, physicalmodels of labyrinthine unit cells in the subwavelength scale
can be characterized as layered structures with effectivematerial parameters having extreme values, such as
unusually high effective refractive indexes and ‘double negativity’ (i.e. simultaneous negativity of the effective
density and bulkmodulus) [7, 8, 10, 11]. The space-coiling approach opens a simple and reliable way for
designing versatile, easy-to-fabricate acousticmetamaterials with isotropic response, which are capable of
controlling soundwaves at low, deep subwavelength frequencies [8]. This is a particularly desirable
characteristic when long-wavelength phenomena need to be addressed, e.g. in the case of large-scalemechanical
metamaterials for seismic shielding [12].

The theoretical concept of labyrinthinemetamaterials wasfirst proposed by Liang and Li [7] by analyzing
configurationswith folded zig-zag channels rotated relative to each other, to achieve isotropic performance.
Later, their extreme and unique effective characteristics, such as negative refraction and near-zero or extremely
positive/negativemass density, were demonstrated experimentally for acoustic [8–10] and electromagnetic [8]
waves at kHz andGHz frequencies. The dispersion spectra of this type of LAMMs are characterized by a conical
structure formed by almost straight bandswith infinitesimal gaps between them, ensuring negligible effective
dispersion and almost uniformwave transmission inwide frequency ranges [7, 8, 10]. Note that high values of
the effective refractive index result in poor impedancematching for LAMMswith air, which can be improved by
employing tapered channels and apertures in the unit cell design [13].

The ability of labyrinthine structures to scatter waves at a subwavelength scales can be significantly
increased by exploiting artificial spatial concentration of sound inMie-type resonantmodes [11, 14]. This was
first demonstrated by developing ultra-sparse highly-reflecting acoustic absorbers with sectorial circular
channels allowing advanced reflection of low-frequency airborne sound [11]. In terms of dispersion
properties, the presence of the artificial resonances results in opening subwavelength band gaps. However,
conical dispersion and bands with negative group velocity disappear as the distance between the unit cells
increases.

In this paper, we propose a new type of LAMMswith hybrid dispersion properties characterized by
simultaneous subwavelength band gaps andnegative group-velocitymodes. The hybridization is achieved by
adding a surrounding square frame to the LAMMconfigurationwith sectorial circular-shaped channels [11].
From the structural point of view, this simplemodification results in the creation of air cavities at the unit cell
edges, which can be also considered as extensions of the curved channels, resulting in a variable channel width.
In terms ofmetamaterial functionality, several non-trivial advantages appear, such as tunable dispersion
properties and enhancedwave reflectionwithin the band gap frequencies.

We demonstrate that the added edge cavities (or variability in the channel width) significantly influence the
wave propagation characteristics of the designed LAMMs and enable to switch on/off subwavelength band gaps
simply by varying the cavity size, while other geometric parameters are unchanged. Such a tunability can be
important for engineering applications, especially when there are restrictions on the structural sizes.Moreover,
we propose to exploit periodic and non-periodic variations in the channel width as ameans for achieving desired
wave control, i.e. for tuning the band gap and negative group-velocitymodes to required frequency ranges. The
corresponding analysis of the related effects is presented in detail. The developed structures can easily be
manufactured bymeans of additivemanufacturing techniques or computer-aided automatedmachining,
similarly to any other LAMMs [10, 11, 13].

Since both the overall structure of the developedmetamaterials (figure 1) and also the types of introduced
non-uniformities are reminiscent of the geometry of spider webs, typically consisting of a bearing frame and two
circumferential parts separated by an air cavity [15–17], we choose to indicate the proposed LAMMas ‘spider
web-structured’. Clearly, with this termwe do not imply that spider webs are capable ofmanipulating sound
waves [18], although recent application of spider web-inspired geometries for designing locally-resonant
acousticmetamaterials has revealed several advantages in terms of low-frequency elastic wave
manipulation [19].
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2.Model andmethods

2.1. LAMMstructure
The LAMMconfigurations consist of a square external frame and a circular ‘labyrinth’ divided into either four or
eight independent circular-shaped channels connected at the center. Schematic diagrams infigures 1(a), (b)
show the unit-cell cross sections with thin elements indicating solidwalls (depicted in blue) surrounded by air
(in violet).

Form a structural point of view, the designed configurations differ from those described in [11] only in the
presence of a surrounding frame or, equivalently, in the presence of edge cavities, which can also be considered
as non-uniform extensions of the internal curved channels. This simple distinction significantly influences the
wavemanipulation performance of themetamaterial, as demonstrated below. In particular, the introduced
variable geometrical features affect the subwavelengthwave dispersion, which results in hybrid and tunable
responses.

In order to confirm the hybridwavemanipulation performance, we also consider configurations with edge
cavities completely filled by extended curved channels, i.e. with the size of edge cavities tending to zero, whichwe
refer to as ‘spider web-structured LAMMswithfilled cavities’. An example of the corresponding unit cell with 8
curved channels is shownfigure 1(c).

Spider-web structured LAMMgeometries can be defined by seven parameters: the lattice constant a; the
thickness of solid walls d; the length of sidewalls l; the radius of the internal cavity r; thewidth of a passage
between channels h, the curling numberN (or the number of circles used to create the curved channels) and the
external radius ri = ¼( )i N1, , of curvedwalls (these parameters are indicated infigure 1(a)).We consider
a=0.9 m, d=0.01 m, l=0.73 m, r=0.05 m, h=0.05 m,N=7, = ⋅ + = ¼( )r i i0.05 1 , 1, , 7.i The
walls aremade of aluminumwith Young’smodulus E=70 GPa, Poisson’s ratio n = 0.33, andmass density
ρ=2700 kg m−3. Standard values for air, i.e.mass density ρ=1.225 kg m−3, atmospheric pressure of 105 Pa,
and speed of sound c=343 m s−1, are used.

In terms of geometrical acoustics representation, soundwaves propagate within the unit cells along the
curved channels as indicated by the thick solid line infigure 1(b) instead of along the straight dashed line linking
the external pointP1 to the unit cell center P2. As a result, thewave path is increased by a factor of approximately
4 and 2.4 for four and eight-channel unit cells, respectively. This factor is known as coiling coefficient η and is
evaluated as the ratio between the total length of the path and the unit cell pitch [13]. For the eight- and four-
channel unit cells with edge cavities, the coiling coefficient equals to η(8)=3.4 and h =( ) 5.5,4 respectively. A
rough estimation of themetamaterial refractive index as a function of frequency can then be obtained as

h p w= -n c a2eff [9].

2.2. Calculation of dispersion spectra
Dispersion properties of the spider web-structured LAMMs are numerically evaluated bymeans offinite-
element simulations using the Pressure Acousticsmodule of COMSOLMultiphysics.We consider propagation
of plane pressure waves = w( )xp p e t

0
i of angular frequency w governed by theHelmholtz equation:

Figure 1.Unit cells of spider web-structured LAMMs comprising four (a) and eight (b), (c) curved channels connected at the unit cell
center. In unit cell (c) (referred to as a spider web-structured LAMMwith filled cavities) the curved channels extend to completely fill
the edge cavities. Solid aluminumwalls are represented in blue, air in violet. The unit cell geometry is determined by 7 parameters
indicated in (a).Within a unit cell, soundwaves propagate frompoint P1 to point P2 along the curved path indicated in (b) by the
green line.
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in an infinite periodic LAMMmediumwith the Floquet–Bloch periodic conditions at the unit cell boundaries:

+ = -( ) ( ) ( )x xp a p e . 2ka
0 0

Given the large unit cell length a=0.9 mand rather small curling numberN=7, the sound pressure fieldmay
be regarded as lossless in the sense that thermo-viscous boundary layers accompanyingwave propagation can be
neglected [8, 11]. At the solid walls, we prescribe sound-hard boundary conditions that imply vanishing normal
sound velocity, i.e. ¶ ¶ =p n 0,0 where n indicates an external normal to awall. This is justified by an impedance
value of aluminum four orders larger than that of air, as has been experimentally verified [10].

2.3. Transmission analysis
The ability of the proposed LAMMs to block the propagation of low-frequency acoustic waves can be confirmed
by analyzing their transmission characteristics. In particular, we examine plane pressure waves propagating
along the horizontal direction (Γ–X) through a varying number of closely located unit cells (the center-to-center
distance between unit cells is a). The simulations are performed in the frequency domain using COMSOL
Multiphysics.

2.4. Transient analysis
To estimatewavemanipulation capabilities of the developed LAMMs at low frequencies, we numerically
simulate a time-dependant pulse propagation through a set ofmetamaterial unit cells and evaluate the amount
of transmitted and reflectedwave energy. The analysis is performed for the eight-channel spider web-structured
unit cells and thosewithout external frames.

The time-dependent acoustic pressure field ( )xp t, is governed by the scalar wave equation:

 ⋅ -  + =
r r

¶
¶( ) ( ) ( )p S t . 3

c

p

t

1 1
2

2

2

Sourcewaves are unity-amplitudeGaussianmodulated sinusoidal pulses of in the formof

p s= -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )S t f t tsin 2 exp 2 4c
2 2

with fc denoting the carrier frequency, s the standard deviation of theGaussian pulse, and ps2 the pulsewidth.
Themodel is shown infigure 2 and consists of closely-located unit cells (or a single unit cell) at a center-to-

center distance a. At the top and bottomdomain boundaries, periodic continuity conditions are applied to
simulate an infinitemedium in the vertical direction. On the right boundary, a planewave radiation condition is
used in order tominimize spurious reflections fromnormally incident waves. Uniformly distributed pressure
variations (equation (4)) are applied on the left boundary to simulate plane acoustic waves, such as those
launched by a loudspeaker located at a large distance from themetamaterial region (e.g. as in the experiments
reported in [10]). The acquisition point is chosen at a distance a on the right side from the unit cells. The
simulations are numerically performed bymeans of COMSOLMultiphysics neglecting any losses due to the
chosen sizes of themetastructures [11].

3. Results

3.1.Dispersion characteristics
Figure 3(a) shows a dispersion diagram for a spiderweb-structured unit cell with eight sectorial channels. The
horizontal axis indicates the values of wave vector k along the borders (Γ–X–M) of the triangular irreducible
Brillouin zone for a square periodic lattice [20], while the vertical axis shows normalized frequencies,

Figure 2.Model for transient analysis of soundwaves propagating thought a set of labyrinthinemetamaterial unit cells. AGaussian
modulated sinusoidal pulse is excited on the left boundary, and the transmitted signal is recorded at the acquisition point. Periodic
boundary conditions reproduce an infinitemedium in the vertical direction, while a planewave radiation condition eliminates signal
reflections from the right boundary.
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Figure 3.Dispersion and transmission spectra for a spider web-structured LAMM (a), (d), for a LAMMwithout square frame (b), (e)
and for a spider web-structured LAMMwithfilled cavities (c), (f). The insets on the left indicate the normalized frequencies and
pressure distributions for the artificialmonopole and dipoleMie resonances. Omnidirectional band gaps are shaded in blue, while
partial band gaps for theΓXdirection are depicted in green. The legends for the transmission spectra indicate the number of unit cells
used in themodel.
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w pW = =a c fa c2 .The distinctive characteristics of the spectrum are the presence of bandswith negative
group velocity, three subwavelength band gaps and severalflat bandswith near-zero group velocity.

Note that in this workwe focus on the subwavelength frequency range, so that themaximumvalue of the
considered frequencies is restricted toΩ=0.525 ( f=200 Hz) that corresponds to the casewhen the
wavelength is about twice the unit cell pitch l= =( )f a c a 0.5 .max air min Since at band-gap frequencies and for
negative group velocitymodes, thewavelengths are around five times larger the external unit cell dimensions
(figures 3(a), (b)), here we speak of the deep sub-wavelength performance of the designedmetastructure.

Figures 3(b) and (c) showdispersion diagrams for a LAMMunit cell without an external square frame and a
spiderweb-structured LAMMwithfilled cavities, respectively. The dispersion spectrum for thefirst case
(figure 3(b)) exhibits low-frequency band gaps, and in general, is similar to that for out-of-plane shear waves in
locally resonant acousticmetamaterials [20]. For the spider-web structured LAMMwithfilled cavities, the
spectrumhas a conical-type structure formed by bands, which are separated by negligible band gaps and have
negative group velocity at certain frequencies (figure 3(c)). In this case, thewave dispersion resembles that of
zig-zag labyrinthinemetamaterials with folded channels [7, 8, 10, 14].

When comparingfigures 3(b) and (c)withfigure3(a), it becomes apparent that the spider-web structuredLAMM
hashybriddispersion characteristics combining those of the twoother LAMMstructures. Inparticular, the designed
configuration exhibits low-frequencybandgaps similar to theLAMMwithout a square frame, and simultaneously
hasmodeswith anegative groupvelocity, such as those in the spectrumofLAMMswith folded channels [7].

Note that for the same geometric parameters of the unit cells, the band gaps for the spider web-structured
LAMM (figure 3(a)) are located at about 1.5 times lower frequencies compared to those of the LAMMwithout
the frame (figure 3(b)). Thus, due to the scalability of dispersion properties, unit cells with a=0.09 cm should
allow themanipulation of waveswith frequencies down to 400–600 Hz, whilemaintaining amuch lower total
weight relative tomost locally resonant structures [2, 20]. Also, by varying the size of the edge cavities, the band
gaps can be shifted in frequency or even completely closed, when the cavities are filled by curved channels (such
as infigure 3(c)).

The dispersion spectra infigures 3(a) and (c) exhibit several localizedmodes, which are characterized by
pressure distributions similar to artificialMiemonopole andmultipole resonances originally found for
metastructures without a square frame [11]. The correspondingmode shapes are shown as insets in the spectra
infigure 3. It is well-known thatmonopoleMie resonances are directly related to negative values of an effective
bulkmodulus, which occur at frequencies above thismode [21]. For the LAMMswith andwithout the square
frame, the normalized frequencies of themonopoleMie resonance are 0.168 and 0.186, forming a lower and
upper bound of thefirst (lowest) band gap, respectively. The dipoleMie resonance is commonly associatedwith
negative effectivemass density occurring below the resonance frequency [21]. Infigures 3(a) and (b), thismode
is found at fa/c=0.331 and 0.379, respectively, i.e. the upper bound of the second band gaps. If frequency
rangeswith negative values of an effective bulkmodulus and effectivemass density are overlapped, double-
negativity phenomena can be achieved [8, 9], the analysis of which is beyond the scope of this paper.

For the LAMMwithfilled cavities, pressure distributions at normalized frequencies 0.123 and 0.254 also
resemble those for artificialmonopole and dipole resonances. However, the band gaps around these frequencies
are of negligible size. A possible reason for this is insufficient pressure localizationwithin the unit cell compared
to the affected area of the soundfield. Thewave energy appears to be insufficiently trapped, i.e. almost equally
distributedwithin the unit cell, and is thus allowed to propagate.

3.2. Transmission analysis

The spectra infigures 3(d)–(f) show themagnitude of normalized absolute pressure, ò ∣ ∣p p Alog d
A

tr in (with

subscripts indicating transmitted and incident pressure, andA designating the area of a single unit cell), versus
the normalized frequency /fa c.High transmission losses are found at the band gap frequencies predicted by the
dispersion analysis. The slight discrepancies are attributed to the finite size of themodel for the transmission
simulations. Clearly, themagnitude of the transmission reduction depends on the number of the involved unit
cells. For example, five unit cells of the LAMMwithout a square frame ensure significant transmission losses
within the second band gap (figure 3(e)), while the same number of unit cells of the spider web-structured
LAMM (figure 3(d)) provide less efficient attenuation, by about 3 orders ofmagnitude. This can be due to lower
pressure localization in the presence of the frame, which restricts the affected volume of sound. Transmission
losses can be enhanced by increasing the number of the unit cells in themodel, as shown infigure 3(d). Taking
this into account, a practical compact-size configuration of LAMMs can be achieved by stacking unit cells one on
top of the other [10].

The spectrum for the LAMMwithfilled cavities infigure 3(f) indicates almost uniform frequency-
independent transmissionwithin the analyzed range regardless of the number of involved unit cells. This
behavior is typical for the zig-zag labyrinthinemetamaterials [7, 10].Multiple small-magnitude transmission
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dips infigure 3(f) and similar dips below thefirst band gap infigure 3(d) correspond to zero pressure points at
the nodes. For example, the dip around f=5 Hz infigure 3(d) appears at the first spatial node of amodewith a
wavelengthλ=c/f=68.60 m. This node is located atλ/4=17.15 m, i.e. approximately the distance from the
wave source to the acquisition point throughfive unit cells of themetamaterial (for a single unit cell,
h »a 2 3 m) and three homogeneous air unit cells (2.7 m long) also present in themodel.

Finally, we note that the hybrid features of the spider web-structured LAMMs are also found for a four-
channel configuration, the dispersion and transmission characteristics of which are given in figure 4. As this
configuration has a higher curling number (which defines howmany times the soundwaves circulate in a curved
channel [11]), the band gaps are shifted to twice lower frequencies (compared to those infigure 3(a)). At the same
time, frequency regionswith negative group velocity are reduced.

3.3. Tunability ofMie resonances and band gap frequencies
For the LAMMswith andwithout a square frame, the artificialMie resonances determine the location of
subwavelength band gaps, as discussed above.Hence, bymodifying their frequencies, one can tune the band gap
frequencies to desired ranges. Reference [11] suggests an approach to tune theMie-type resonances by changing
the size and refractive index of the unit cell. In this work, we develop an alternative technique, based on
introducing variability in the channel width.

The considered types of non-uniformities are inspired by the architecture of natural spider webs [16, 22].
Figure 5(a) shows a pattern of a typical spider web built by a garden spider (Araneus diadematus). One can
observe non-equal distances between circumferential elements andmissing links (defects) in the circumferential
silks, thus forming an ‘imperfect’ architecture.We introduce some of these irregularities into the developed
spiderweb-structured LAMMgeometry to analyze their effects on themetamaterial functionalities.

Figures 5(b)–(e)present severalmodifications of the original spider web-structured unit cells. Figure 5(b)
shows an 8-channel unit cell fromwhich a curvedwall of radius r6 has been removed. This results in the
formation of an internal cavity between the curved parts of the channel and variations in the coiling coefficient
and the effective refractive index values of the LAMM.

In terms of dispersion characteristics, the presence of the cavity leads to a shift the first band gap to higher
frequencies and the closing of the second and third band gaps (the corresponding diagram is not shown). Instead
of these band gaps, two dispersion cones are formed similar to those infigure 3(c). The frequency of the
monopole is shifted from0.168 to 0.194 (+16%), while the dipole resonance remains unchanged. From a
physical point of view, the disappearance of the band gaps can be attributed to a detrimental effect of the
introduced internal cavity on the vibration localization at themultipoleMie resonances. This effect also leads to
an increase in themonopole resonance frequency, since a conventional LAMMof smaller length supports
eigenmodes of smaller wavelength. If the cavity is located between thewalls of radii r4 and r ,6 the dispersion
spectrum (not shown) has two band gaps between 0.144 and 0.173, 0.412 and 0.543withmonopole and dipole
Mie resonances at 0.173 and 0.320, respectively. Thus, the second band gap is closed for the same reason as in the

Figure 4.Dispersion (a) and transmission (b) spectra for a spider web-structured LAMMwith four sectorial channels connected at the
center. The insets on the left indicate the normalized frequencies and pressure distributions for the artificialmonopole and dipoleMie
resonances. Omnidirectional band gaps are shaded in blue, while partial band gaps for theΓXdirection are depicted in green. The
legend for the transmission spectrum indicates the number of unit cells used in themodel.
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previous case. On the contrary, the absence of anywall of radius ri with i=1–4 does not significantly affect the
dispersion properties of the LAMM: the dispersion bands (not shown) have similar trends as those infigure 3(a),
the three band gaps are preserved, and the frequencies of theMie resonances are only slightly shifted from the
values for the regular unit cell configuration (figure 1(a)). Therefore, the incorporation of a cavitywithin the
sectorial channels by eliminating a large-radius curvedwall enables to reduce the highly reflective properties of
the unit cell attributed tomultipoleMie resonances, and to simultaneously introduce conical dispersion by
preserving thefirst subwavelength band gap governed by themonopole resonance.

Figure 5(c) shows another example of the incorporation of an internal cavity between curved channels by
separating two channel parts, while reducing their width.Note that the designed configuration closely replicates
the architecture of a spider web shown infigure 5(a). The values of the circular channel radii for the analyzed
metastructures are indicated in table 1. In all the considered cases, the cavity is located closer to the unit cell
center, between thewalls of radii r3 and r .4

First, we consider ‘Case 1’ inwhich thewidth of the channel part external (or internal) to the cavity equals
0.045a (or 0.03a). These parameters allow to approximately preserve the coiling coefficient equal to that of the
regular configuration (figure 1(a)). The dispersion diagram forCase 1 (not shown) is the same as the one in
figure 3(a) (the reference) up to the normalized frequency 0.210. At higher frequencies,most of the bands are
shifted to lower frequencies as compared to the reference case, with a shift in the dipole resonance frequency
from0.331 (for the regular unit cell) to 0.311 (−6% shift). The size of the second band gap is almost unchanged,
while the third band gap is increased by about 1.5 times. Next, we consider ‘Case 2’, inwhich the channel part
external to the cavity has the samewidth as the regular configuration, i.e. 0.05a, and the internal part a smaller
width (0.02a). The dispersion diagram is again similar to the referencewith bands shifted to lower or higher
frequencies. In particular, thefirst band gap is twice smaller, as the lowest band is shifted to higher frequencies,

Figure 5. (a) Spider webwoven by a garden spider Araneus diadematus (photo byDKrushinsky) (b) unit cell of a spider web-
structured LAMMwith a cavity inside the sectorial channels formed by removing one of the solidwalls from the initial geometry
shown in Figure 1(a). (c)Unit cell with a cavity and two areas with curved channels of different width. This configuration resembles
the architecture of the spider web in (a) and additionally allows to preserve approximately the same coiling coefficient as infigure 1(b).
(d), (e)Unit cells with a periodically varyingwidth of the curved channels.

Table 1.External radii ri = ¼( )i 1, , 7 of solidwalls for the spider web-structured LAMM
unit cells with eight sectorial channels shown infigure 5(c).

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7

Case 1 0.12a 0.15a 0.18a 0.265a 0.31a 0.355a 0.4a

Case 2 0.12a 0.14a 0.16a 0.25a 0.3a 0.35a 0.4a

Case 3 0.12a 0.14a 0.16a 0.295a 0.33a 0.365a 0.4a
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though themonopole frequency is unchanged. The second bad gap almost disappears, since the dipole
resonance is shifted down to a normalized frequency of 0.257. The third band gap (governed by the quadrupole
Mie resonance) is enlarged and spans between the frequencies 0.346 and 0.460. If the cavity size is further
increased by reducing thewidth of the channels in the external part to 0.035a (‘Case 3’), the third band gap is
further enlarged and becomes 3.7 times larger than that of the reference configuration. In this case, the
monopole and dipole frequencies are at 0.129 and 0.231, respectively.

Thus, the presence of an internal cavity and different width of the channel parts do not significantlymodify
the structure of the dispersion diagrams, whereas the frequencies of band gaps and theMie resonances can be
efficiently tuned. In general, to obtain a non-negligible shift of themonopole frequency, it is necessary to
introduce a large cavity. This is because the frequency of themonopole resonance is governed by external sizes r1
and r7 and appears to be insensitive to small changes in the coiling coefficient values [11]. In contrast to this, the
dipole (and quadrupole) resonances can easily be tuned due to the presence of an internal cavity, and thus, the
ranges of second and third band gap frequencies can be shifted. This occurs since the location of the vibration
maxima in the correspondingmode shapes are sensitive to the channel architecture. In particular, a
combination of a large cavity and thin curved channels (as inCase 3) enables the achievement of comparatively
wide third band gap. This feature can be effectively exploited to design broadband low-frequency sound
absorbers.

Finally, we consider unit cells with a periodically varyingwidth of the curved channels, shown infigures 5(d),
(e). These configurations are described by the following values of external radii: = + +( )r i j0.05 0.02i for
=i 2, 4, 6 and = ¼j 0, 1, , 8. Figures 6(a), (b) shownormalized frequencies of subwavelength band gaps

and themonopole and dipoleMie resonances for the eight- and four-sectorial channel configurations,
respectively, as a function of the parameter d d2 ,1 where the d1dimension is schematically shown in the inset on
the left. For a regular configuration (onewith curved channels of constant width), =d d2 50%.1 It can be seen
that themonopole and dipole resonances can be shifted up to 40%by exploiting a periodically varying channel
width.Maximumvariations occur for d1<50%.Again, as for the previously considered cases, the frequency of
themonopole resonance varies less as compared to the dipole. The band gap frequencies vary as a function of the
channel width. Thefirst band gap is, in general, shifted to lower frequencies compared to the regular

Figure 6.Variation of the band gap frequencies (shaded in blue) andmonopole and dipoleMie resonances for unit cells with a
periodically varyingwidth comprising (a) eight and (b) four curved channels.
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configurations, and can even be closed, when »d d2 20%.1 The second band gap also tends to lower
frequencies and becomeswider for d d2 60%.1 Thus, the exploitation of a periodically varying channel width
enables to access a challenging low-frequency rangewhile preserving external structural sizes.

3.4. Transient analysis
Finally, to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposedmetastructures formanipulating low-frequency sound and
the advantages of introducing a surrounding frame, we have performed transient simulations in the time
domain. Figure 7 shows calculated transmitted (solid blue line) and reflected (dashed blue line) signals for the
LAMMswith andwithout the square frame composed offive unit cells. The reflected part of signal is estimated at
a point beyond themetamaterial structure at a distance a 2 and, thus, also includes the incident part. Incident
pulses of different carrier frequencies fc are indicated in red. They are calculated for the reference configuration,
inwhich themetamaterial region is removed. The absence of reflectedwaves in the latter case proves the
reliability of the implemented radiation condition at the right boundary.

As expected, for every carrier frequency, the signal transmitted through themetamaterial is shifted to a later
time, due to the lower effective sound propagation velocity in the structure. Also, the signals are substantially
attenuated. The level of attenuation depends on the carrier frequency and ranges from25% to 50% for
frequencies outside the band gaps and from60% to 70%within the band gaps. Since viscoelastic losses are not
accounted for in themodel, thismeans that a pulse is ‘trapped’ by themetamaterial structure. Aftermultiple
reflections, its energy is gradually released and appears as tail pulses to the initial transmitted pulse.

Outside the band gaps, the signal preserves its shape and is followed by a series of self-repeating patterns of a
gradually decreasing amplitude. The smallmagnitude of the reflectedwaves in the lower subfigure offigure 7(a)

Figure 7.Transient analysis of aGaussianmodulated sinusoidal pulse with the central frequency fc propagating though a set of 5
closely-located unit cells (shown in red). The presence of edge cavities (a) enables better wave reflection performance on band gap
frequencies (governed by themonopoleMie resonance) compared to themetastructure without edge cavities (b).
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proves thatmost of the incoming energy is transmitted as several pulses of smaller amplitude and separated
in time.

Within the band gaps, on the contrary, the transmitted signal does not preserve its shape due to the peculiar
dynamics of themonopoleMie resonance governing the band gap generationmechanism [11]. The influence of
this resonance can clearly be seen by analyzing the reflected signals. For the LAMMwithout a frame (figure 7(b)),
themagnitude of the reflected signal in the band gap is comparable to that for the pulse with the carrier
frequency outside the band gap. For the spider web-structured LAMM (figure 7(a)), instead, the reflected signal
ismuch stronger, indicating improved reflectivity achieved due to the presence of the external frame.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have developed a new type of LAMMswith hybrid sound-wavemanipulation characteristics,
drawing inspiration from the architecture of natural spider webs. The developedmetastructures are
characterized by the simultaneous presence of band gaps at deep subwavelength scales, which are governed by
the artificialMie resonances, and bandswith a negative slope tending to produce conical dispersion. This is
achieved by adding a surrounding square frame to sectorial circular-shaped channel configuration. An
additional advantage of this design is the tunability of wavemanipulation performance, i.e. switching on/off
subwavelength band gaps and negative group-velocity frequencies by varying the unit cell organization, e.g. the
number andwidth of the curved channels, as well as by introducing cavities externally at the unit cell corners or
internally by diving the channels into two separate parts. The effects of variability in the channel width on the
dispersion characteristics have been thoroughly analyzed. In particular, wefind that the irregularities typical for
the architecture of natural spider webs enable the tuning of theMie resonances to lower frequencies and the
extension of the band gap size up to almost four times while preserving structural dimensions. Additionally, we
have demonstrated that the proposed trivial structuralmodification of adding the square frame allows the
enhancing of themetamaterial functionality by changing its dynamics within and outside the band gaps. At the
band gap frequencies, the highly reflective performance governed byMie resonances is shown to improvewith
the interplay of the dynamics of the sectorial channels with that of the square frame. Thesefindings can be useful
for applications related to airborne sound/noise reductionwith flexible andwideband tunability of the
operating frequency ranges in the entire spectrumof low-frequency sound.
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